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How will tourism
develop in the
crisis year 2022?

WAR IN UKR AINE,
INFL ATION,
ENERGY CRISIS,
CORONAVIRUS,
CLIMATE CHANGE…

Right now, it seems as though there is no end to the crises. Particularly from a financial perspective, these are not merely abstract – they are affecting peoples’ everyday lives. Fear for the future is growing, which means that consumer confidence is
shrinking.
In our role as a strategic consulting agency, it goes without saying that we are keeping
a close eye on how we can best support our clients in their planning decisions. One of
our key competence areas is the tourist industry, which has suffered more than most
as a result of coronavirus restrictions. Now comes the question of what tourism will
look like in the crisis year 2022 and beyond, and how actors in the tourist industry can
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steer these developments in a positive direction.

Study by the GfK consumer research association: no effects so far
The pent-up demand in terms of travel is apparently so great that even the high inflation level is not acting as a brake. According to the GfK survey, Germans are not
being thrifty when it comes to holidays, but instead cutting back on daily necessities such as food.
This year’s booking figures confirm Germans’ continued lust for travel. That is why the
industry is confident about 2022. So it seems as though everything is OK?
Not quite – tourism is also feeling the first effects of the crises: market research company Civey has indeed come to the conclusion that 57% of German holidaymakers
have not changed their future travel plans as a result of inflation, yet 18% of survey
respondents are planning a cheaper or shorter holiday due to increased prices. A full
25% are going without travel altogether.
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57

“IT IS THUS TO
BE EXPECTED THAT
GERMANS WILL
ACT IN A MORE
COST- CONSCIOUS
MANNER”

Price increases on the cost side
Price increases in the food and energy market also have negative effects on the tourist industry. Providers are under growing pressure, and at some point will be forced
to pass these price increases onto the customer, so that they can remain in business.
It is already more expensive to travel than in previous years. Flight costs in particular
have skyrocketed, as highlighted in a survey by online portal CHECK24. Prices for
flight connections to the ten most popular destinations on the online portal were
recently shown to have increased by as much as 44% compared with 2019. According
to a report by the ‘Tagesschau’ programme, holidaymakers will also have to dig deeper into their pockets this year for package tours, even though price increases in this
sector remain moderate. Tour operators reserved their quotas for hotels, airlines, etc.
before the current wave of price hikes. Prices for package holidays will only start to
increase significantly once these quotas have been exhausted.
What’s more, many consumers will feel the full impact of the increased energy
costs with a significant delay when they are billed by the energy provider or billed
for utilities.
It is thus to be expected that Germans will act in a much more cost-conscious manner once the increase in energy prices hits with full force upon receipt of the next
utilities bill. This is when the trend towards saving will also be increasingly felt in
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the tourist industry.

10 T H E S E S
ON TH E F UT UR E
OF TO U R IS M
This is how we see tourism developing:

Near rather than far
Increased fuel costs, rising flight prices and the Germans’ growing environmental
awareness mean that holidaying in Germany remains attractive, even without Corona
restrictions. It is thus possible to do away with long journey times and discover the
beauty of one’s own country.
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Luxury still works in a crisis
Yes, Germans may have less money in their pockets. But those earning more can and
will happily spend their money on something special. Increased costs don’t make as
much difference in this regard. That is why the luxury tourist sector is still operating
with strong figures. It is advisable for providers who are active in or around the highend segment to concentrate on nurturing the appropriate image. On the other hand,
providers in the mid-range price segment will find things more difficult.

Opportunities for unknown brands and newcomers
As in other industries, the willingness for consumers to change their habits will increase. In light of increased prices, brand loyalty will be put to the test. This means that
new, innovative suppliers, as well as lesser-known and niche suppliers will have a real
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chance of gaining customers.

Security and consistency
In uncertain times, people crave reliability. That is why security and consistency are
also rated highly when it comes to holidays. Destinations in Germany, as well as those
seen as safe in the European region, benefit from this fact. And that is why there is
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less demand for long-haul travel.

Staff crisis
Corona has decimated the hotel and gastronomy industry in terms of staff. On top of
this, the industry is not known for providing either high wages or attractive working
hours. The trick will thus be to create offers that can be implemented with low staff
levels. This reduces costs and makes it possible to deploy valuable human resources
in an optimum manner.

Decline in day trips
Following the increased price of petrol and significant hikes in gastronomy prices,
Germans will reduce their number of day trips. This is one way to make big savings,
which can then be invested in the main holiday. There will also be a tendency to save
on second and third holidays – the classic weekend away. A cross-section of holidaymakers will also cut their main trip short.

Opportunities for package holidays and all-inclusives
The classic package holiday will reap the benefits of the promised price certainty.
All-inclusive offers are becoming increasingly attractive at the moment. A transparent
overall budget is especially appealing to families right now.

Packages and special offers
Fewer seats sold and the fight for a lower number of total travellers will result in
attractive last-minute deals for consumers. Of course, the industry wants to prevent
these price reductions at all costs, but will not be able to get around improving their
services. This means that special offers and extras will be available more regularly,
and more service packages will be put together. For example, a ticket to the spa or
entry to the swimming pool might be thrown in alongside overnight stays. The aim is
to encourage tourists to take longer trips.

Countryside beats the city
Cities are more expensive than rural areas. And that is why trips to the country will
become popular alternatives to the beach or the mountains. In this regard, providers
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are being asked to come up with contemporary offers and clean up their dirty image.
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Cater to trends
All providers have a chance to move with the times. They can follow the zeitgeist
while simultaneously tapping into it wisely: for example, those who offer more vegetarian options not only cater to trends in nutrition, but also reduce the amount they
spend on food. Those who carve out their regional identity make their offer stand out
and generate more reasons to choose them. Those who not only extol the beauty of
nature in the countryside, but also map out hiking trails and pack hiking bags for their
holidaymakers create added value at low prices.

TH E RE I S ST I LL A LOT HAPPENING IN
TH E TO U RI ST INDUS TRY! A PRO-ACTIVE,
A DV E NT U RO U S APPROACH INS TEAD
OF T H E CO MFORTAB LE COAS TING MENTALI T Y I S MO RE IMPO RTANT THAN EVER .

Frank Mies has not only been CEO of shapefruit for almost 20 years.
He is also head of the Consulting department, and is always on the lookout for new and
exciting ways for our clients to optimise their marketing. For him, the tourism and location
marketing sectors form a special area of focus.
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